Brain genetics is an active research area. The degree to which genetic variants im-24 pact variations in brain structure and function remains largely unknown. We examined 25 the heritability of regional brain volumes (p ∼ 100) captured by single-nucleotide poly-26 morphisms (SNPs) in UK Biobank (n ∼ 9000). We found that regional brain volumes 27 are highly heritable in this study population. We observed omni-genic impact across 28 1 the genome as well as enrichment of SNPs in active chromatin regions. Principal com-29 ponents derived from regional volume data are also highly heritable, but the amount 30 of variance in brain volume explained by the component did not seem to be related to 31 its heritability. Heritability estimates vary substantially across large-scale functional 32 networks and brain regions. The variation in heritability across regions was not related 33 to measurement reliability. Heritability estimates exhibit a symmetric pattern across 34 left and right hemispheres and are consistent in females and males. Our main findings 35 in UK Biobank are consistent with those in Alzheimers Disease Neuroimaging Initia-36
genes, but rather more likely to be genes that specific control this particular brain 246 structure and sub-regions. Our heritability estimates are similar to those reported in 247 (Pol et al., 2006; Kremen et al., 2010; Carmelli et al., 1998; Bryant et al., 2013) . We 248 have more clearly illustrated the different genetic bases behind BV/GM volume and 249 WM volume. 250 In regional volume analysis, we obtained the heritability estimates of 97 regions, 251 showing that the regions are highly heritable and genetic influences are not uniformly 252 distributed across the brain. To assess whether the lower heritability is caused by the 253 difficulty in accurately measuring the regional volume, we quantify the concordance 254 between the average volume sizes and heritability estimates. We found no evidence that 255 the higher heritability is driven by the higher reliability of the volume measurement. 256 Regional variation in terms of genetic contribution is observed among the regions with 257 comparable average volume sizes. Thus, prioritizing regions with high heritability for 258 genetic studies are more likely to result in reproducible bona fide findings. The results 259 are consistent in all four datasets and agree with findings from other studies on brain 260 shape measurements and hippocampal sub-region volumes (Roshchupkin et al., 2016; 261 Whelan et al., 2016) . In addition, we found strong evidence that the estimates have 262 a symmetric pattern across the left and right hemispheres. Many left/right pairs of 263 regions have similar estimates, consistent with results from previous twin studies (Chen   264   et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2002) . Although several regions have large gender differences 265 in heritability, our gender-specific analysis show that the majority of additive genetic 266 effects are shared between female and male subjects.
267
To further study the patterns of regional variations in heritability estimates, we 268 clustered the regions by their biological functions. In brain functional network analy-269 sis, we grouped the 97 regions into 18 non-overlapping brain functional communities 270 (details can be found in the Supplementary Note). We found the community-wise 271 variability in heritability across these functional communities, while the genetic influ-272 ences widely prevail across the brain functional networks with comparable degrees of control (heritability). The regions within each community do not necessarily have sim-274 ilar heritability estimates, depending on the complexity of the community functions. 275 We performed PCA and found that the components explaining more volume variations 276 do not necessarily have higher heritability, nor higher loadings on regions with higher 277 heritability. This makes sense because PCA is an unsupervised dimension reduction 278 technique. Non-genetic factors or non-additive genetic effects that are not captured by 279 SNPs also influence variation in brain volume.
280
The significant linear correlation between the variance explained by a chromosome 281 and the length of the chromosome was observed on both the volumes and principal 282 components. These patterns suggest that genetic variants controlling regional brain 283 volumes are rather ubiquitously distributed across the genome. Similar findings have 284 been reported on other phenotypes, such as height, body mass index, neuroanatomical 285 phenotypes and schizophrenia (Yang et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Toro et al., 2015; 286 Fritsche et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016; Shan et al., 2017; Kemp et al., 2017) . To ex-287 plain this phenomenon, Boyle et al. (2017) proposed an omnigenic hypothesis where 288 most heritability can be explained by effects of genes outside core pathways because 289 gene regulatory networks are sufficiently interconnected. Although SNPs influencing 290 regional brain volumes spread widely across the genome, effect signals are associated 291 with cell-type-specific annotations. For regional brain volumes, we show enrichment of 292 genetic signals in active chromatin regions, especially those that are active specifically 293 in the CNS cell type and broadly active in other cell types.
294
Finally, we compared the results from UK Biobank with the results from the other 295 three datasets. The UK Biobank allows more stable estimation of the magnitude 296 of genetic determination of the human brain. In ADNI, PNC and PING, extreme 297 estimates such as 0.9999 or 0 occurred for some regions (Fig. 6) ; these estimates 298 should not be interpreted as 'true' heritability estimates, but only indicate large or 299 small heritability values for a region. Such extreme estimates may be due to insufficient 300 sample size or low reliability of volume measurements. In UK Biobank, no such extreme 301 estimates are observed, and the heritability estimates range from 1.6% to 82.6%, with 302 standard error approximately 0.07. Although SNP heritability estimates are at the 303 lower bound of (narrow-sense) heritability, we observed many heritable brain regions 304 using the UK Biobank dataset, and the estimates are statistically significant using a 305 likelihood ratio test after multiple testing adjustment Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) . 306 For the other three datasets, however, few significant findings remain after multiple 307 testing adjustment.
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Methods are available in the Online Methods section. Figure 6 : Comparing SNP heritability in different datasets. Estimates of variation explained by all autosomal SNPs of each regional brain volumes as well as GV, WM, BV and CSF (last four bars). 
